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Read Now
Lyndon B. Johnson correctly perceived that RFK was using the media against him and was on the verge of getting him kicked off the 1964 Democratic ticket. Obviously, Reedy was very unhappy about his service with Lyndon Johnson, but he justified it by thinking he was pursuing noble ends, except having a monster LBJ for a boss. Reedy also covers LBJ's bouts with alcoholism and his deep depressions. "That other man had to be Robert Kennedy, whom he regarded as the focal point for all the forces who sought the downfall of Lyndon Johnson." [Reedy, 6]. "As a rule, his language colorful, poi Lyndon Baines Johnson (1908â€“1973), often referred to as LBJ, was the 36th President of the United States of America (1963â€“1969). After serving in the House and Senate since 1937, Johnson was elected Vice President in 1960, and in November 1963, he succeeded to the presidency following President John F. Kennedy's assassination. President Kennedy disliked his Vice President Johnson so much that Kennedy ostracized him from social events, and Johnson was perhaps the most crooked, bullying politician ever.